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BLM helicase measures DNA unwound before switching strands
and hRPA promotes unwinding reinitiation
Abstract
Bloom syndrome (BS) is a rare genetic disorder characterized by genomic instability and a high
predisposition to cancer. The gene defective in BS, BLM, encodes a member of the RecQ family of 3'-5'
DNA helicases, and is proposed to function in recombinational repair during DNA replication. Here, we
have utilized single-molecule fluorescence resonance energy transfer microscopy to examine the
behaviour of BLM on forked DNA substrates. Strikingly, BLM unwound individual DNA molecules in
a repetitive manner, unwinding a short length of duplex DNA followed by rapid reannealing and
reinitiation of unwinding in several successions. Our results show that a monomeric BLM can 'measure'
how many base pairs it has unwound, and once it has unwound a critical length, it reverses the
unwinding reaction through strand switching and translocating on the opposing strand. Repetitive
unwinding persisted even in the presence of hRPA, and interaction between wild-type BLM and hRPA
was necessary for unwinding reinitiation on hRPA-coated DNA. The reported activities may facilitate
BLM processing of stalled replication forks and illegitimately formed recombination intermediates.
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Bloom syndrome (BS) is a rare genetic disorder character-
ized by genomic instability and a high predisposition to
cancer. The gene defective in BS, BLM, encodes a member of
the RecQ family of 30–50 DNA helicases, and is proposed to
function in recombinational repair during DNA replication.
Here, we have utilized single-molecule fluorescence reso-
nance energy transfer microscopy to examine the behaviour
of BLM on forked DNA substrates. Strikingly, BLM unwound
individual DNA molecules in a repetitive manner, unwind-
ing a short length of duplex DNA followed by rapid
reannealing and reinitiation of unwinding in several succes-
sions. Our results show that a monomeric BLM can ‘mea-
sure’ how many base pairs it has unwound, and once it has
unwound a critical length, it reverses the unwinding reac-
tion through strand switching and translocating on the
opposing strand. Repetitive unwinding persisted even in
the presence of hRPA, and interaction between wild-type
BLM and hRPA was necessary for unwinding reinitiation on
hRPA-coated DNA. The reported activities may facilitate
BLM processing of stalled replication forks and illegiti-
mately formed recombination intermediates.
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Introduction
The human BLM gene is mutated in Bloom syndrome (BS),
a rare autosomal recessive disorder characterized by genomic
instability and clinical phenotypes, including a high predis-
position to cancer of multiple types, infertility, and dwarfism
(Bachrati and Hickson, 2003; Opresko et al, 2004). The
genomic instability present in BS cells manifests as a high
frequency of sister chromatid exchanges, hyper-recombina-
tion, and aberrant DNA replication phenotypes. The BLM
gene product, BLM, is a member of the RecQ family of DNA
helicases and catalyses single-stranded (ss) DNA-dependent
ATP hydrolysis as well as ATP-dependent 30–50 unwinding of
duplex DNA (Karow et al, 1997). A unique feature of BLM is
its ability to unwind a variety of DNA structures that may
arise as intermediates during replication and homologous
recombination (HR) (Mohaghegh et al, 2001). BLM has
been proposed to function in replication fork repair through
multiple mechanisms, including unwinding non-canonical
structures that cause fork stalling, preventing illegitimate
recombination events during replication, and resetting forks
stalled due to template strand lesions (Wu and Hickson,
2006; Bachrati and Hickson, 2008). BLM also has a regulatory
role in HR, acting as both an antirecombinase and a promoter
of recombination (Wu and Hickson, 2006; Hanada and
Hickson, 2007).
Despite extensive characterization of BLM DNA unwinding
substrate specificity, its mechanism of unwinding has not
been clear. Thus far, studies have relied on gel electrophor-
esis-based oligonucleotide displacement assays that detect
only completely unwound products (Bachrati and Hickson,
2006). To date, no partially unwound intermediates have
been observed during BLM unwinding. Two other aspects
that merit further study are the role of human replication
protein A (hRPA) (Wold, 1997) and the oligomeric state of the
BLM catalytic unit. In vitro, hRPA enhances the ability of BLM
to unwind long duplex DNAs through direct hRPA–BLM
interactions under multiple turnover conditions (Brosh
et al, 2000; Doherty et al, 2005). The question if and how
hRPA impacts unwinding on forked substrates with shorter
duplex regions has not been investigated. Structural studies
have shown that BLM assembles into a ring structure (Karow
et al, 1999), and an oligomerization domain has been
mapped to the N-terminal tail (Beresten et al, 1999).
However, a BLM642–1290 mutant lacking this oligomerization
domain is sufficient for unwinding (Janscak et al, 2003),
providing evidence for a monomeric catalytic unit.
We have utilized single-molecule fluorescence resonance
energy transfer (smFRET) to shed light on the mechanism of
BLM-catalysed DNA unwinding. Single-molecule analysis
allows for detection of reaction intermediates and multiple
pathways in real time that are difficult to measure in bulk
solution (Perkins et al, 2004; Handa et al, 2005; Lee et al,
2006; Johnson et al, 2007; Lionnet et al, 2007; Sun et al,
2008). In previous investigations, the high spatio-temporal
resolution provided by smFRET has been useful in elucidat-
ing DNA translocation and unwinding mechanisms
of Escherichia coli Rep helicase and hepatitis C virus NS3
helicase (Ha et al, 2002; Myong et al, 2005, 2007).
Here, we report a previously unknown activity of BLM to
unwind DNA repetitively. BLM unwinds a critical length of
duplex DNA, which then reanneals rapidly, followed by more
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cycles of unwinding/reannealing that occur very regularly.
This ‘repetitive unwinding’ behaviour was observed with
both BLM642–1290, a mutant encompassing the RecQ helicase
core of BLM (core-BLM), and wild-type (WT) BLM. Our data
support a model in which a monomeric BLM ‘measures’ the
amount of DNA unwound before reversal of unwinding
through strand switching. Repetitive unwinding persisted in
the presence of hRPA, which produced a limited increase in
unwinding processivity, and direct interaction between hRPA
and WT-BLM was necessary for efficient reinitiation of un-
winding on hRPA-coated DNA. Potential roles for BLM strand
switching during unwinding of forked substrates in repli-
cation fork repair and prevention of illegitimate HR are
discussed.
Results
Substrate for smFRET unwinding assay
To investigate the unwinding by BLM on single DNA mole-
cules, we prepared fluorescently labelled forked substrates as
described in Materials and methods. FK34 is a typical substrate
(Figure 1A), which contains a 34-bp dsDNA with a 30 T30 ss tail
containing donor (Cy3) at the junction and a 50 ss T24 tail
containing acceptor (Cy5) that is 7 nucleotides (nt) away from
the junction. The substrate is tethered to the PEG surface
through a biotin at the end of the 50 tail. Before unwinding,
FRET between the two fluorophores is high due to close
proximity and is expected to decrease during unwinding as
they become separated (Ha et al, 2002; Myong et al, 2007). In
addition, unwinding completion and release of the donor-
labelled strand from the surface would result in abrupt disap-
pearance of the total fluorescence signal. This substrate was
designed with the following considerations: (1) the forked
structure is preferred by BLM (Mohaghegh et al, 2001); (2)
the 30 tail (tracking strand) is untethered and thus more
accessible to BLM; (3) the duplex faces away from the slide
surface and is thus unconstrained; and (4) the dyes are spaced
such that contact-induced quenching between Cy3 and Cy5 is
minimized. In Supplementary Figure S1, we demonstrate that
FK34 can be fully unwound by BLM at high concentrations
using a native PAGE gel unwinding assay.
Single-molecule histograms under unwinding
conditions
Histograms of FRET efficiencies for FK34 DNA show a high
FRET value due to the proximity of the dyes (Figure 1B,
black). The small population at a low FRET value is due to
the donor-only DNA species. The addition of BLM642–1290
(core-BLM) alone (10 nM) has a minimal effect on the FRET
distribution (blue). Upon addition of core-BLM (10 nM) and
ATP (20mM), the DNA is partially unwound as indicated by a
decrease in the population of high FRET species and a
corresponding increase in mid-FRET species (red). Even
over 5 min, we did not observe a significant decrease in the
number of fluorescent spots. Therefore, full unwinding of
a 34-bp duplex is rare under this condition.
Repetitive unwinding of DNA by core-BLM
Figure 1C displays representative single-molecule time traces
during unwinding of FK34 catalysed by core-BLM.
Unwinding is characterized by a gradual decrease in donor
intensity (green, upper panel) with an accompanying
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Figure 1 Repetitive unwinding by BLM revealed by smFRET. (A) Partial-duplex forked substrate, FK34, contains a 34 bp dsDNA with a 30 T30 ss
tail containing donor (Cy3, green) at the junction and a 50 ss T24 tail containing acceptor (Cy5, red) 7 nt 5
0 to the junction. The substrate is
tethered to the PEG surface through 50 biotin. (B) Single-molecule FRET histograms of FK34 DNA (black); þ 10 nM core-BLM (blue), and
þ 10 nM core-BLM þ 20 mM ATP (red). Histograms were normalized for the number of molecules. (C) Representative single-molecule time
traces (30 ms integration time) of donor (green) and acceptor (red) fluorescence intensities (upper panel) and corresponding FRET (lower
panel)). Raw time traces are shown in colour, whereas the three-point averaged traces are shown in black. (D) Schematic diagram of
parameters to be quantitated from FRET time traces (refer to Results ‘Characterizing each cycle of repetitive unwinding’ for a detailed
description).
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increase in acceptor intensity (red, upper panel) and a corre-
sponding change from high to low FRET (lower panel).
Interestingly, we observe ‘repetitive unwinding’ events on
individual DNA molecules in which a certain length of DNA
is unwound and then rapidly reannealed (marked by quick
recovery of FRET) followed by reinitiation of unwinding in
several successions. At 30-ms time resolution, we have ob-
served repetitive unwinding on a single molecule for up to
60 s beyond which we are constrained by photobleaching.
Repetitive unwinding required ATP hydrolysis and a 30 ss tail
because no unwinding was observed in the presence
of ATPgS or using a partial duplex substrate with a tethered
50 tail but lacking a 30 tail (data not shown). WT-BLM also
displays repetitive unwinding (see below).
The repetitive unwinding behaviour was also observed on
other substrates with variations in several features relative to
FK34 (Table I; Supplementary Figure S2 and data not shown),
including duplex regions of varying length (18–50 bp) and
sequences (52–92% GC); substrates in which either the
duplex end, 50 ss tail (8–40 nt), or 30 ss tail (10–60 nt) is
attached to the surface; forked structures as well as non-
forked 30-tailed DNA; and varying positions of Cy3 and Cy5
dyes on the ss tails relative to the junction. In particular, we
rule out the possibility that FRET decrease is caused by BLM
translocation on ssDNA tails instead of unwinding because
(1) a 30-tailed DNA with both dyes at the junction still showed
repetitive FRET changes (Supplementary Figure S2F) and a
similar substrate showed FRET decreases only during un-
winding but not during ssDNA translocation by the Rep
helicase (Ha et al, 2002) and (2) increasing GC content in
the duplex region of otherwise identical DNA substrates
lengthens both the DFRET and Time per DFRET (parameters
described below, Supplementary Figure S3).
Characterizing each cycle of repetitive unwinding
Each unwinding event is characterized by three phases: (I) a
phase during which FRET decreases due to unwinding,
followed by (II) a time period during which FRET remains
at a constant low value, followed by (III) a reannealing phase
characterized by a rapid switch back to high FRET. To
quantitatively describe repetitive unwinding, we measure
several parameters (Figure 1D):
 Unwinding Time: Duration of the entire event including all
three phases;
 DFRET: Drop in FRET during phase I;
 Time per DFRET: Duration of phase I during which FRET
decreases;
 Low FRET Time: Duration of phase II;
 Reannealing Time: Duration of phase III; and
 Wait Time: The time period between events during which
no unwinding takes place and FRET remains high.
Under our conditions, Time per DFRET, Low FRET Time,
and Reannealing Time comprise approximately 60, 25, and
15%, respectively, of Unwinding Time. Supplementary Figure
S4 displays two-dimensional density plots of hundreds of
FK34 smFRET time traces simultaneously averaged over each
phase of repetitive unwinding. From the Wait Time aver-
aging, we obtained a standard deviation of 0.08, which is a
measure of FRET noise level at the time resolution of 30 ms.
Less than 34bp is unwound during repetitive unwinding
We can estimate how FRET values correlate with the number
of base pairs unwound based on a study probing ssDNA
conformational flexibility using FRET (Murphy et al, 2004)
such that minimal and maximal separation of FK34 strands
would yield FRET 40.84 and o0.07, respectively. However,
this is at best an approximation due to the unknown effect of
BLM and/or BLMþhRPA on the conformations of the un-
wound strands. Therefore, we assessed the number of base
pairs being unwound during these partial unwinding events
by comparing repetitive unwinding parameters for FK34
versus another template, FK50a (Supplementary Figure
S1D), in which the first 34 bp of the 50-bp duplex region
were identical in sequence to the 34-mer duplex region of
FK34 and the overall GC content was similar. The Unwinding
Times for these two substrates with both core-BLM and WT-
BLM were nearly identical (Supplementary Figure S5) show-
ing that the maximal length of DNA being unwound per event
is less than 34 bp and is not limited by the length of the
duplex region in FK34.
Dependence of repetitive unwinding on BLM and ATP
concentrations
Repetitive unwinding was observed over a wide range of ATP
concentrations, from 1 mM to 2 mM. We focused on the ATP
concentrations of 1–100 mM for which the relatively slow
unwinding facilitated quantitative analysis. Data obtained
with BLM concentrations exceeding 50 nM were not quanti-
fied because we observed significant reduction of fluorescent
Table I Oligonucleotide sequences for the preparation of DNA unwinding substrates
Substrate Sequence
FK34 50-B-T17-iCy5-T7-CAAGGCACTGGTAGAATTCGGCAGCGTGCTTCTC-30
50-GAGAAGCACGCTGCCGAATTCTACCAGTGCCTTG-1-T30-30
FK34-T60 50-B-T17-iCy5-T7-CAAGGCACTGGTAGAATTCGGCAGCGTGCTTCTC-30
50-GAGAAGCACGCTGCCGAATTCTACCAGTGCCTTG-1-T60-30
FK34-GC 50-B-T17-iCy5-T7-ATTGCGGGGCGGGCGGGGCGGCGGGCGCGGGCGG-30
50-ATTGCGGGGCGGGCGGGGCGGCGGGCGCGGGCGG-1-T30-30
FK50a 50-B-T17-iCy5-T7-CAAGGCACTGGTAGAATTCGGCAGCGTGCTTCTCATGTCTCACATGTCCT-30
50-AGGACATGTGAGACATGAGAAGCACGCTGCCGAATTCTACCAGTGCCTTG-1-T30-30
FK50 50-B-T4-iCy5-T4-GGCAAACATGTCCTAGCAAGGCACTGGTAGAATTCGGCAGCGTGCTTCTC-30
50-GAGAAGCACGCTGCCGAATTCTACCAGTGCCTTGCTAGGACATGTTTGCC-1-T30-30
NonFK50-30-tether 50-Cy5-GGCAAACATGTCCTAGCAAGGCACTGGTAGAATTCGGCAGCGTGCTTCTC-30
50-GAGAAGCACGCTGCCGAATTCTACCAGTGCCTTGCTAGGACATGTTTGCC-1-T30-B-30
FK, forked; NonFK, no fork; B, biotin; 1, amino modifier C6 dT (for labelling with Cy3); iCy5, phosphoramidite-backbone labelled Cy5; Cy5
refers to end-labelled position generated through phosphoramidite chemistry.
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spots over time indicating full unwinding, probably due to
the action of multiple molecules of BLM. Our gel-based
analysis also showed that only at high BLM concentrations
above 50 nM, is a significant fraction of FK34 molecules
unwound (Supplementary Figure S1). Supplementary Figure
S6A displays the fraction of initially high FRET molecules that
displayed repetitive unwinding as a function of core-BLM and
ATP concentration. This percentage generally increased with
increasing BLM concentration at ATP concentrations X5mM
ATP. In the ranges of 5–10 nM BLM and 5–20mM ATP, which
are optimal for investigating repetitive unwinding, up to 40%
of the molecules showed repetitive unwinding patterns. The
remaining molecules stayed at high FRET until photobleach-
ing or termination of data acquisition, most likely because
they were not engaged by a catalytically active species of
BLM.
As expected for an ATP-powered enzyme, Unwinding Time
decreased with increasing ATP concentration (Figure 2A;
Supplementary Figure S6B). Unwinding Time, however, did
not depend on enzyme concentration for ATP concentrations
X5mM (Supplementary Figure S6B), indicating that a well-
defined species of BLM is responsible for repetitive unwind-
ing. Dependence on ATP concentration and independence of
enzyme concentration were also observed in the average
values of each of the three subsegments of Unwinding
Time—Time per DFRET, Low FRET Time, and Reannealing
Time (Supplementary Figure S6C–E). Even though reanneal-
ing is rapid—4–5 times faster than Time per DFRET on
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Figure 2 Dependence of repetitive unwinding of FK34 DNA on the concentrations of core-BLM and ATP. All histograms are normalized for the
number of events, n. (A, B, D left panel) Measurements were taken at 10 nM core-BLM and 1–100 mM ATP. (A) Histogram of Unwinding Times
(n range: 82–195). (B) Histogram of Reannealing Times (n range: 59–262). (C) Two representative smFRET traces measured at 10 nM core-BLM
and 5mM ATP demonstrating that reannealing is not instantaneous at low ATP concentration. (D) Dependence of Wait Time on BLM and ATP
concentration. (Left panel) Histogram of Wait Times (n range: 60–166). (Right panel) Average Wait Times±s.e. as a function of core-BLM (1–
50 nM) and ATP (1–100mM), (n range: 35–166). Please refer to Supplementary data ‘Statistical methods’ for calculation of error bars.
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average (Table II)—it was not instantaneous within our time
resolution and became slower as ATP concentration was
lowered (Figure 2B and C), suggesting that the reannealing
phase involves BLM translocation on ssDNA. Previous stu-
dies have shown that ssDNA translocation is much faster
than unwinding in other helicases (Fischer et al, 2004; Jeong
et al, 2004; Lionnet et al, 2007).
Wait Time is also dependent on ATP concentration
After DNA is rezipped, a finite time termed Wait Time elapses
before unwinding reinitiates. The Wait Time decreased as
ATP concentration increased (Figure 2D). Therefore, Wait
Time may represent translocation on the ssDNA tail or an
ATP-dependent reactivation step of BLM. The Wait Times at
ATP X5 mM are independent of core-BLM concentrations.
Therefore, successive unwinding events are not caused by
enzyme dissociation followed by the binding of another
enzyme. Rather, it appears that a single BLM species capable
of unwinding remains bound to the same DNA molecule for
multiple cycles of successive unwinding. Further supporting
this interpretation, when the unwinding reaction was per-
formed at high BLM concentration followed by a wash with a
buffer containing only ATP to remove free BLM in solution,
15% of the molecules still exhibited repetitive unwinding
behaviour (data not shown). At 1 mM ATP, the Wait Times did
become longer at lower BLM concentration, indicating that
BLM falls off the DNA more easily at very low ATP concen-
trations (Figure 2D).
The number of base pairs of DNA unwound before
reannealing is narrowly distributed
Distributions of DFRET, the FRET change per unwinding
event, showed a distinct peak at B0.3 U (Figure 3A, left
panel). When these data are integrated in the DFRET axis to
calculate the accumulated unwinding events that reversed
before reaching a particular DFRET value (Figure 3A, right
panel), we obtained a pronounced lag phase clearly showing
that reversal of unwinding becomes significant only after
reaching a threshold DFRET (40.2 U). This threshold, thus,
represents a critical length of DNA unwound before reversal.
This observation is inconsistent with the prevalent model
that the rate with which unwinding terminates is indepen-
dent of the total number of base pairs unwound because such
a model predicts that the accumulated unwinding events that
are reversed would increase from the very beginning of
unwinding without a lag phase (Figure 3B, upper panel).
Rather, our data suggest that BLM has a very low chance of
terminating the unwinding reaction at early time points, but
after it has unwound a critical number of base pairs, which is
less than 34 bp, its chance of termination increases dramati-
cally (Figure 3B, lower panel). As the FRET noise level, 0.08, is
2.5 times lower than the threshold DFRET (0.2), the low
probability for unwinding termination between DFRET 0.1–
0.2 cannot be attributed to the masking of events with small
DFRET by noise. Also, the critical DNA length at which
unwinding terminates is not sharply defined, for example
with a single base pair precision, because DFRET ranged
from 0.1–0.5 (Figure 3A, left panel), a range larger than that
expected from noise alone. DFRETexhibited a positive correla-
tion with Time for DFRET (Figure 3C), further suggesting that a
significant source of broadening of DFRET distribution is
indeed the variation in the extent of unwinding for each cycle.
Repetitive unwinding persists even in the presence
of hRPA
Biochemical assays have shown that BLM-catalysed unwind-
ing of duplexes that are hundreds of base pairs long requires
the presence of hRPA (Brosh et al, 2000; Doherty et al, 2005).
However, these studies were performed under multiple turn-
over conditions in which one cannot discern whether un-
winding of long duplexes is catalysed upon a single binding
event by an unwinding-competent BLM unit or whether it
requires multiple BLM-binding events. Thus, we tested how
hRPA affects the repetitive unwinding behaviour in our assay,
which requires a single binding event of a BLM unit capable
of unwinding.
Remarkably, repetitive unwinding persisted even in the
presence of hRPA in solution for both WT-BLM (Figure 4A)
and core-BLM (data not shown). The apparent robustness of
repetitive unwinding cannot be attributed to the inability of
hRPA to bind to the DNA because unwinding events in the
presence of hRPA are generally longer and produce a greater
FRET change (Figure 4A). This effect is maximal at 10 nM
hRPA and was not dependent on whether hRPA is added prior
to or simultaneously with BLM and ATP (data not shown).
The effect of hRPA is not due to hRPA-induced duplex melting
as no FRET change was observed in FK34 upon addition of
10 nM hRPA alone (Supplementary Figure S7). To quantify
the effect of hRPA, we aligned each unwinding curve in time
by setting the beginning of FRET decrease as time t¼ 0, and
plotted the average FRET versus t, averaged over 300 un-
winding events (Figure 4B). Comparison between the two
Table II Comparison of mean values for repetitive unwinding parameters
Core-BLM WT-BLM
hRPA +hRPA Mean
difference±EMD
No.
sigmas
hRPA +hRPA Mean
difference±EMD
No.
sigmas
Mean DFRET±s.e. 0.317±0.004 0.411±0.004 0.094±0.006 16.6 0.307±0.0032 0.392±0.005 0.085±0.006 14.5
Mean Time per DFRET±s.e. 0.441±0.01 0.666±0.018 0.225±0.021 10.9 0.570±0.014 0.654±0.017 0.084±0.022 3.9
Mean Low FRET Time±s.e. 0.259±0.013 0.439±0.018 0.180±0.022 8.2 0.218±0.0156 0.406±0.021 0.188±0.026 7.2
Mean Unwinding Time±s.e. 0.799±0.009 0.945±0.013 0.145±0.016 9.1 0.873±0.013 1.085±0.023 0.211±0.027 7.8
Mean Reannealing Time±s.e. 0.111±0.007 0.104±0.007 0.007±0.096 0.7 0.108±0.006 0.096±0.005 0.012±0.008 1.5
Mean Wait Time±s.e. 0.604±0.028 2.29±0.072 1.69±0.077 21.8 0.925±0.036 1.043±0.069 0.117±0.078 1.5
Mean (i.e. average) values correspond to the data shown in Figure 4 C and D and Supplementary Figure S9 measured at 10 nM BLM+20mM
ATP, and 10 nM hRPA. s:e: ¼ Std dev=
ﬃﬃﬃ
n
p
where n¼number of measurements; mean difference (MD)¼ |Mean+RPAMeanRPA|;
Error on mean difference ðEMDÞ ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðs:e:RPAÞ
2 þ ðs:e:þRPAÞ
2
q
; Sigma¼MD/EMD.
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FRET curves with and without hRPA shows clearly that hRPA
allows unwinding to proceed to a lower final average FRET
value. hRPA also shifts the DFRET distribution towards higher
values (Supplementary Figures S8A and S9A). This effect of
hRPA may come from both the enhanced processivity and the
stretching of ssDNA being generated during unwinding.
Using partial duplex 30 ss-tailed substrates, we found that
hRPA does stretch ssDNA and that it binds less stably to a
13-nt tail and very stably to tails 421 nt (Supplementary
Figure S10).
hRPA facilitates reinitiation of unwinding by WT-BLM
Does hRPA change only the FRET values without any effect
on the kinetics of repetitive unwinding? The answer appears
to be ‘no’ because three of the Unwinding Time parameters,
Unwinding Time, Time per DFRET, and Low FRET Time
increased when hRPA was included (Supplementary Figure
S8B–D). Similar trends are also observed with core-BLM
(Figure 4C; Supplementary Figure S9B and C, Table II).
However, Reannealing Time does not depend on hRPA
(Supplementary Figures S8E and S9D; Table II), indicating
that hRPA is easily displaced before or during reannealing.
Interestingly, hRPA increased the Wait Time for core-BLM
but not for WT-BLM (Figure 4D–F; Table II). To ensure that
this differential effect of hRPA is not due to a situation where
either hRPA or core-BLM are at concentrations lower than
their respective Kd values for their interaction (Doherty et al,
2005), we confirmed that the Wait Time effect still persists at
higher saturating levels of core-BLM (25–50 nM; Figure 4D,
CB5–50) and hRPA (50 nM; Figure 4D, light grey columns).
This effect is most likely due to the fact that WT-BLM has a
high-affinity hRPA-binding domain in its N terminus that is
missing in core-BLM (Doherty et al, 2005). Thus, after
reannealing core-BLM is less able than WT-BLM to either
bind hRPA and reinitiate translocation as a complex or to
compete with hRPA for access to the 30 tail. We conclude that
direct interaction between WT-BLM and hRPA is needed for
efficient reinitiation of unwinding of hRPA-coated DNA.
Discussion
smFRET reveals repetitive DNA unwinding by BLM
The study presented is the first single-molecule study of a
RecQ family helicase. Unlike gel-based assays, our smFRET
assay was able to detect partially unwound intermediates in
real time, leading to the discovery of ‘repetitive unwinding’
where BLM catalyses multiple unwinding events in succes-
sion on a single DNA molecule. The BLM and ATP concen-
tration dependence of this behaviour suggests that repetitive
partial unwinding is the norm that should be expected from a
minimal unit capable of unwinding, and that full unwinding
events are most likely to be caused by the action of more than
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one BLM. BLM concentration did not affect the time para-
meters of repetitive unwinding, suggesting that a single BLM
species carries out successive unwinding events per single
DNA-binding event. Repetitive unwinding was observed with
WT-BLM and core-BLM (BLM642–1290), a mutant that lacks
the oligomerization domain, leading us to conclude that the
minimal unit sufficient for repetitive unwinding is a mono-
meric species that comprises the RecQ catalytic core of BLM.
Repetitive behaviour was first discovered in ssDNA translo-
cation by E. coli Rep helicase (Myong et al, 2005) and then in
DNA unwinding by HCV NS3 helicase (Myong et al, 2007),
but until now no detailed mechanism of repetitive unwinding
has been reported.
Strand-switching model for repetitive unwinding
by BLM
Increasing ATP concentration shortened the time per unwind-
ing event (Unwinding Time) as well as the time elapsed
between unwinding events (Wait Time). Although the ATP
dependence of the first two phases of unwinding (Time per
DFRET and Low FRET Time) most likely represents ATP-
powered separation of duplex DNA, the ATP dependence of
phase III, Reannealing Time, suggests that ATP-powered
translocation along ssDNA occurs during this phase also.
One possibility is that the helicase reverses polarity during
the course of unwinding and translocates 50–30 on the track-
ing strand with the concomitant reannealing of the unwound
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strands. This option seems highly unlikely given the numer-
ous substrate specificity studies indicating that BLM requires
a 30 tail for unwinding as well as the fact that, to date, no 50–30
directionality has been detected for BLM (Karow et al, 1997;
Mohaghegh et al, 2001). We favour a different scenario in
which BLM switches strands and translocates 30–50 along the
displaced strand accompanied by reannealing of the strands
in its wake.
In our model (Figure 5A), we propose that the catalytic
core of BLM is associated with the DNA junction in a similar
manner to how the E. coli RecQ crystal structure has been
modelled to interact with a ssDNA–dsDNA junction
(Bernstein et al, 2003), with the RecQ-Ct domain interacting
with the duplex region, whereas the 30 tail is bound by the
helicase 1A and 2A domains. Although this mode of BLM–
DNA interaction is speculative and used mainly for illustra-
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Figure 5 Strand-switching model for repetitive unwinding by BLM. (A) (hRPA): BLM depicted comprises only the catalytic core bound to
DNA in a manner similar to model proposed for E. coli RecQ: Domains 1A (blue), 1B (dark blue), and RecQ-Ct (light blue). BLM binds and
translocates on the 30 ss tail to the junction (step (1)) and initiates unwinding with continued translocation on the tracking strand (step (2)).
After unwinding, a critical length of DNA, BLM may enter a state (gradient blue) where it remains attached to the duplex DNA through its
RecQ-Ct domain, but releases the 30 ss tail from its helicase domains and switches to bind the newly generated 50 ss tail. BLM proceeds to
translocate along this strand in the 30–50 direction with the single strands reannealing in its wake (step (3)). When the duplex is fully reformed,
BLM rebinds the 30 tail and translocates towards the junction whereupon it can reinitiate the unwinding cycle (step (1)). (B) (þhRPA): hRPA
heterotrimer (gold); RPA70 subunit (70), RPA32 subunit (32), and RPA14 subunit (14) are depicted in its compact lower affinity mode. In the
presence of hRPA, a BLM–hRPA complex forms either in solution or on the DNA (step (1)). In this complex, BLM can unwind further through
the duplex (represented by the heavy black arrow, (step (2)). When BLM stops after unwinding a critical length and switches strands, the low-
affinity form of hRPA (gradient orange) is likely displaced at least from newly unwound regions of DNA (step (3)). After completion of
reannealing, BLM transfers back to the 30 tail, aided (in the case of WT-BLM) by its physical interaction with the hRPA bound to the 30 tail, and
begins a new cycle of unwinding.
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tive purposes, the key point for our model is that some
portion of BLM remains bound to the DNA throughout the
entire repetitive unwinding event. BLM binds and translo-
cates on the 30 ss tail to the junction (step (1)) and initiates
unwinding with continued translocation on the tracking
strand (step (2)). After unwinding a critical length of DNA,
BLM may enter a state where it remains attached to the
duplex DNA, but releases the 30 ss tail from its helicase
domains and switches to bind the newly generated 50 ss
tail. BLM will then proceed to translocate along this strand
in the 30–50 direction, with the single strands reannealing in
its wake (step (3)). When the duplex is fully re-formed, BLM
may enter a state in which its helicase domains release the 50
tail and rebind the 30 tail that is now in closer proximity. BLM
will then reinitiate translocation along the 30 tail towards the
junction corresponding to the Wait Time in our system (step
(1)), consistent with the ATP dependence of this parameter.
The wide distribution in Wait Times (Figure 2D, left panel)
suggests that the position along the 30 tail where BLM rebinds
is variable. Further evidence that 30 tail translocation occurs
during the Wait Time period is the observation that Wait
Time was 30% longer with a 60-nt 30 tail versus a 30 nt 30 tail
(Supplementary Figure S11). Once the 30 ss tail translocation
is completed, BLM can now reinitiate the unwinding cycle.
Low processivity of BLM
Unlike in previous ensemble measurements that showed
unwinding of hundreds of base pairs by BLM in the presence
of hRPA (Brosh et al, 2000), the minimal catalytically active
unit of BLM in our single-molecule experiments did not un-
wind more than 34 bp even in the presence of hRPA. This
difference is most likely due to the action of multiple BLM
proteins working in conjunction in the ensemble studies. A
possible mechanism leading to BLM reversal after unwinding
a critical length of duplex may involve the reannealing of the
newly unwound strands behind the helicase, which may
destabilize BLM–substrate interactions causing BLM to par-
tially disengage from the DNA. Alternatively, BLM may re-
main attached to the tracking or non-tracking strand during
unwinding such that a ssDNA loop forms as it unwinds,
creating a topological constraint, which is relieved after un-
winding a critical length, reminiscent of a model proposed for
the hepatitis C virus NS3 helicase (Serebrov and Pyle, 2004;
Myong et al, 2007). The strand reannealing proposed to occur
in the wake of BLM translocation on the opposing strand is
probably unrelated to the reported intrinsic BLM ssDNA
annealing activity (Cheok et al, 2005; Machwe et al, 2005)
because this annealing activity is inhibited by hRPA, which
we do not observe (Supplementary Figures S8E and S9D), and
is inhibited by ATP that is present in under our conditions,
and because it requires C-terminal residues 1290–1350, which
are missing in core-BLM.
Comparison to other helicases
In magnetic tweezers-based single-molecule assays
(Dessinges et al, 2004), it was observed that UvrD-catalysed
DNA unwinding becomes highly processive and rapid when
high force is applied to the DNA, in sharp contrast to the
much slower and less processive unwinding reported in
ensemble studies performed without applied force (Maluf
et al, 2003). It was also found that when the unwinding
reaction terminates at random locations on the DNA, the
UvrD helicase can switch strands to translocate on the other
strand, causing DNA rezipping that occurred at the same
speed as unwinding (Dessinges et al, 2004). Strand switching
by BLM observed in our study is distinct from that of UvrD in
two important aspects. First, we found that unwinding is
much slower than reannealing, most likely due to the absence
of applied force, which we argue is more relevant physiologi-
cally than the presence of 20 pN force in the UvrD single-
molecule study. More importantly, BLM unwinding reverses at
a relatively well-defined position from the beginning of un-
winding, which is in strong contrast to the stochastic termina-
tion behaviour of UvrD. Similarly, gradual reannealing of
DNA was observed from a single-molecule mechanical analy-
sis of T7 helicase after unwinding a random number of base
pairs (Johnson et al, 2007). It appears that, unlike UvrD or T7
helicase, BLM is able to ‘measure’ how many base pairs it has
unwound, and once it has unwound a critical length, it rapidly
reverses the unwinding reaction through strand switching.
hRPA produces a limited enhancement in processivity
We examined the effect of hRPA on BLM’s ability to catalyse
repetitive unwinding. hRPA is a natural partner of BLM and
physically interacts with BLM through specific domains on
both proteins (Brosh et al, 2000; Doherty et al, 2005). Direct
physical interaction between the two proteins may enable
WT-BLM to unwind long duplexes (Brosh et al, 2000) and to
unwind vinylphosphonate-containing substrates (Garcia
et al, 2004).
We found that hRPA does not eliminate the ability of BLM
to unwind repetitively on short duplexes. Nevertheless, hRPA
does produce a distinct effect in unwinding of short duplexes
as demonstrated by the small but definite increases in dura-
tion of the unwinding reaction, and by the more pronounced
FRET change during unwinding. The increase in Unwinding
Time mostly likely reflects an increase in processivity,
although we cannot completely rule out the possibility that
hRPA may decrease the unwinding speed without any change
in processivity.
It was shown previously that BLM-catalysed DNA unwind-
ing is also stimulated by Saccharomyces cerevisiae RPA
(scRPA), a homlogue of hRPA, but not by E. coli SSB, which
is structurally distinct from hRPA (Brosh et al, 2000). We also
found that scRPA can produce the same effect as hRPA in our
single-molecule experiments, whereas E. coli SSB inhibits
unwinding by BLM (data not shown). Therefore, the effect
of hRPA on unwinding processivity is most likely to be
through a direct hRPA–BLM interaction instead of a more
general blockage of reannealing. Because the unwinding
characteristics are similar for core-BLM and WT-BLM, a
lower affinity C-terminal hRPA-binding site, which is still
present in core-BLM (Doherty et al, 2005), would be respon-
sible for the modest enhancement of unwinding processivity
in the presence of hRPA.
hRPA allows reannealing and facilitates unwinding
reinitiation by WT-BLM
Interestingly, hRPA does not appear to present any barrier
against reannealing after strand switching because we found
that Reannealing Time is unaffected by the presence of hRPA
(Supplementary Figures S8E and S9D). Combined with our
results showing that hRPA dissociates much more readily
from a 13-nt 30 tail compared with the tails longer than 21 nt
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(Supplementary Figure S10), it is most likely that, at least in
the fork region, hRPA may be bound in a lower affinity
compact mode (Fanning et al, 2006) so that hRPA is easily
displaced by BLM upon reannealing.
After completion of reannealing, BLM needs to transfer back
to the 30 tail before reinitiation of unwinding. Our observation
that hRPA increases Wait Time only for core-BLM (Figure 4D
and F) suggests that reinitiation of unwinding by core-BLM is
inhibited by the occlusion of the 30 tail by hRPA; in contrast,
the hRPA interaction domain in the N terminus of the WT-BLM
facilitates the transfer of the helicase from the 50 tail to the 30
tail for efficient reinitiation of unwinding.
Our model for repetitive unwinding in the presence of
hRPA is presented in Figure 5B. A BLM–hRPA complex forms
either in solution or on the DNA (step (1)). In this complex,
BLM can unwind further through the duplex (represented by
the heavy black arrow, (step (2)). When BLM stops after
unwinding a critical length and switches strands, hRPA is
most likely displaced at least from newly unwound regions of
DNA (step (3)). After completion of reannealing, BLM trans-
fers back to the 30 tail, aided by its physical interaction with
the hRPA bound to the 30 tail, and begins a new cycle of
unwinding.
Biological implications of BLM repetitive unwinding and
strand switching
The finding that BLM, a human RecQ homologue, is able to
switch strands while unwinding a forked substrate may provide
a rationalization of the results of a previous study on proces-
sing of stalled replication forks by E. coli RecQ (Hishida et al,
2004). Their study revealed that RecQ preferentially binds
substrates with a leading strand gap and converts these into
structures with a lagging strand gap. This was postulated to
occur through strand switching and 30–50 translocation along
the lagging strand template. Our results provide strong evi-
dence for strand switching by a human RecQ helicase and,
moreover, demonstrate that a single BLM molecule translocates
in succession on each strand. BLM strand switching could also
have a function in the recovery of stalled replication forks by
either BLM-promoted fork regression (Machwe et al, 2006; Ralf
et al, 2006) through chicken-foot intermediate formation and/
or BLM-promoted replication fork restart through its reverse
branch migration activity on chicken-foot intermediates
(Karow et al, 2000).
BLM’s ability to measure the length of unwound DNA
before reversal by strand switching may also have a function
in heteroduplex rejection during early stages of HR. For
example, in conjunction with mismatch repair (MMR)
machinery, BLM may begin to unwind D-loops formed at
an early point in strand invasion, while checking for homol-
ogy. If the sequences turn out to be slightly divergent, BLM
will continue to unwind the intermediate, preventing HR.
However, if after unwinding a certain number of base pairs,
BLM and MMR machinery confirm the legitimacy of the
recombination intermediate, then BLM could terminate un-
winding by switching to the invading strand and translocat-
ing 30–50 along that strand so that HR could continue. Thus,
when strand invasion resumes in another location, BLM will
be situated to begin the ‘checking’ process again. Evidence
supporting the role of RecQ helicases working with MMR
proteins to prevent recombination between divergent se-
quences has been shown for S. cerevisiae Sgs1 (Sugawara
et al, 2004; Goldfarb and Alani, 2005) and for human WRN
(Saydam et al, 2007). In addition, direct interactions between
BLM and MMR proteins have been observed in vitro and in
vivo (Bachrati and Hickson, 2003).
BLM may also use its strand-switching ability to displace
proteins during replication fork repair and HR. One possible
displacement candidate suggested by our results is hRPA.
Such protein-mediated hRPA displacement has been pro-
posed to occur in the SV40 replication pathway (Fanning
et al, 2006) and during Rad51 filament assembly (Kantake
et al, 2003; Stauffer and Chazin, 2004). Another likely
displacement candidate is hRAD51 as BLM has been demon-
strated to directly interact with RAD51 (Braybrooke et al,
2003) and disrupt RAD51 filament formation (Bugreev et al,
2007). Strand switching by the SRS2 helicase has been
proposed to have a function in RAD51 displacement during
the synthesis-dependent strand annealing pathway
(Dupaigne et al, 2008). In the light of our findings, it is
plausible that BLM may perform a similar function in vivo.
Materials and methods
Preparation of DNA substrates
Oligonucleotides were purchased from Integrated DNA Technolo-
gies (Coralville, IA). The sequences and modifications for the
substrates discussed are presented in Table I. Oligonucleotides with
Cy5 at internal positions were backbone-labelled using phosphor-
amidite chemistry, whereas oligonucleotides with internal Cy3
contained an amino modifier at the specified position that was
subsequently labelled using Cy3 monofunctional NHS esters
according to Joo and Ha (2008). In substrates where the duplex
faced away from the surface, the biotinylated strand was the non-
tracking strand except for the NonFK50-30-tether substrate.
Forked and non-forked partial duplex substrates were prepared
by mixing the appropriate biotinylated and non-biotinylated
oligonucleotides in a 1:1.5 molar ratio at 10mM in T50 buffer
(10 mM Tris (pH 8.0) and 200 mM NaCl). Annealing reactions were
incubated at 951C for 3 min followed by slow cooling to room
temperature for 3 h.
Proteins
Truncation mutant BLM642–1290 (core-BLM) encompassing the
region homologous to the RecQ catalytic core, was purified as
previously described (Janscak et al, 2003). WT-BLM was purified as
described (Kanagaraj et al, 2006). Recombinant human (hRPA) and
S. cerevisiae (scRPA) were provided by Marc Wold (Henricksen
et al, 1994). E. coli SSB (Lohman and Ferrari, 1994) was provided by
Tim Lohman.
Single-molecule FRET assay
smFRET measurements were performed using a wide-field total
internal reflection fluorescence microscope (Joo and Ha, 2008).
Total internal reflection excitation was carried out through an
objective (Olympus UplanSApo;  100 numerical aperture; 1.4 oil
immersion). Images were acquired at 30-ms time resolution using
an electron multiplying charge-coupled device camera (iXon
DV887-BI; Andor Technology) and a home-made C++program.
FRET values were calculated as the ratio between acceptor intensity
and the sum of the donor and acceptor intensities after correcting
for donor leakage between the two detection channels and
subtracting the background (Ha et al, 2002; Rasnik et al, 2004).
Quartz slides and glass cover slips were surface-passivated with
PEG (Nektar Therapeutics) containing 1% (w/w) biotin-PEG
(Laysan Bio. Inc.) as described (Ha et al, 2002; Rasnik et al,
2004). After verifying the surface integrity, neutravidin (Thermo
Scientific) was added as described (Joo and Ha, 2008) followed by
the addition of 100–200 pM biotinylated Cy3- and Cy5-labelled DNA
substrate. After washing off any unbound DNA, immobilized DNA
was imaged in BLM unwinding buffer (Karow et al, 1997; Brosh
et al, 2000) containing 50 mM Tris–HCl (pH 7.5), 50 mM NaCl,
5 mM MgCl2, 50mg/ml BSA, 1 mM DTT, an oxygen scavenger
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system containing 0.8% dextrose, 0.1 mg/ml glucose oxidase
(Sigma-Aldrich), 0.02 mg/ml catalase (Roche) (Joo and Ha, 2008),
and 1.5 mM Trolox (Sigma-Aldrich), a triplet-quenching agent
(Rasnik et al, 2006). Unwinding reactions, initiated by the
simultaneous addition of BLM and ATP, were carried out and
imaged at room temperature in BLM unwinding buffer containing
ATP (1 mM–2 mM), BLM (1–100 nM, monomer)±hRPA (10 or
50 nM, heterotrimer).
Supplementary data
Supplementary data are available at The EMBO Journal Online
(http://www.embojournal.org).
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